Puppets/Drama – Presented by Little Wing Productions
* A Little Bit of Blue
An interactive environmental detective story told through puppetry. As well as
helping to unravel a mystery, students will learn about the extraordinary habits
of Bowerbirds and why they are so fascinated by the colour blue. The story
begins with strange disappearances from Mrs Mavis Hooley’s home. Only little
things are going missing – some clothes pegs, a tea cup, a ball of wool. But then
the thief takes it just one step too far. Mavis calls in a detective to investigate
and the children help him to solve the case.
Cost: $350 gst n/a – For a maximum of 35 children

* Trinket the Robot
Based on the tale of Pinocchio, Trinket the Robot is the story of a lonely
inventor who yearns for a child of his own and bestows on his invention the
ability to learn new things. The children help Trinket to learn about the world.
They teach him about shapes, numbers, letters and living things. He learns that
to become human is to not only feel wonder and joy, but to also know sadness,
pain, anger and fear. The show also explores emotional literacy and offers
strategies to understand and cope with different feelings.
Cost: $350 gst n/a - For a maximum of 35 children

The Presenters - Jenny Ellis has been a puppeteer for over fourteen years. She has a Post-Graduate Diploma in
Puppetry from the Victorian College of the Arts and a Bachelor’s degree in Social Ecology, majoring in
Environmental Education. Jeremy Lavender joined Little Wing Productions in 2015. As a maker of puppets he codeveloped Trinket the Robot after touring with Little Wing to Tasmania, New South Wales, Victoria and
Western Australia.

(Note: The programme will be presented by ONE of the presenters listed above)

Recycling
* Rubbish – Mic Conway (a.k.a Magic Mic)
Come and join in the fun and learn about the 3 R’s – Reduce, Reuse and Recycle.
‘Magic Mic’ gets the message across with a circus of comedy, magic and mayhem. He
puts the fun into Recycling with all kinds of junk musical instruments. Mic Reuses
the garbage out of the bin to make magic and Reduces his audience to tears of
laughter with his songs and serious silliness!
Cost: $300 + $30 gst = $330 inc gst
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